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● Significant speed-ups observed in cryptographic operations, with SHA-256 and AES-256-CBC exhibiting enhancements of 3.4x and 2.4x, 
respectively. RSA operations also demonstrated improvements, achieving speed-ups of approximately 1.8x and 3.5x.

● Despite overhead, TitanSSL efficiently utilizes OpenTitan's hardware accelerators, showcasing its effectiveness in accelerating cryptographic 

workloads while securely operating within OpenTitan's environment and leveraging its root-of-trust capabilities

● The rapid evolution of cyber-physical systems (CPS) demands robust 

security measures. Utilizing OpenTitan in open-hardware 
System-on-Chip (SoC) technology offers a promising avenue for 
enhancing security, especially in accelerating cryptographic operations.

● Introduction of TitanSSL, a software stack leveraging OpenTitan's 
hardware accelerators for cryptographic tasks. This addresses the 

challenge of providing a secure backend for OpenSSL within the SoC 
architecture. Additionally, comprehensive evaluation of TitanSSL's 
performance reveals insights into the trade-offs between computational 

overhead and speed-up.

Motivation and Contribution

● Integration of OpenTitan as a Root-of-Trust enhances the overall 

security posture of the SoC, ensuring secure boot and isolation of critical 
operations. Leveraging hardware accelerators for cryptographic tasks 

improves resistance against side-channel attacks and enhances system 
resilience. TitanSSL orchestrates secure communication between the 
application processor and the security controller, mitigating potential 
vulnerabilities in cryptographic operations.

● Assumptions include the integrity and reliability of OpenTitan's hardware 
components, proper implementation and configuration of TitanSSL 

components for secure communication and key management, and trust in 
the underlying firmware and software stack, including OpenSSL, for 

handling cryptographic requests securely.

Security Implications & Assumptions

Summary of Findings
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